Quick and Easy Tablet Sleeve
These tablet sleeves in no way claim to protect device if dropped, etc… They are padded for some light protection only.
Sew Many Creations claims no responsibility against damage.

Please note: Exact measurements/yardage are not given for this project because it’s fitted to
your particular device. I have made these for each of my tablets and my laptop. A ½ yard
of outside and ½ yard of lining for me was more than enough for each.
For each tablet sleeve you will cut 2 Outside pieces and 2 Lining pieces. You will also need
interfacing & fleece for all 4 fabric pieces. I prefer Decor Bond or Decovil Lite.
Optional: outside scoop pocket. Cut one lining (no interfacing) and one outside (with interfacing).
Please see my examples below based on my devices. This info sheet is a companion for the
video on my YouTube Channel!
Cutting example 1 (based on my iPad pro) - My measurements 10”W x 7 ½”H
I cut 2 each outside/lining 12”W x 9 ½”H (Added 2” to width & height)
Décor Bond Interfacing - 4 pieces 12”W x 9 ½”H
Fusible Fleece - 4 pieces 11”W x 8 ½”H
I cut one each outside/lining for pocket 12”W x 8 ½”H (Same width, 1” shorter)
Décor Bond Interfacing – One piece (outside) 12”W x 8 ½”H
Plastic Zipper - 15” long
This fit my iPad snuggly - shown in video.
Finished size: 11 ½”W x 9”H
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Cutting example 2 (based on my laptop) - My measurements 15”W x 10”H
I cut 2 each outside/lining 18”W x 13”H (Added 3” to width & height for extra room)
Décor Bond Interfacing - 4 pieces 18”W x 13”H
Fusible Fleece - 4 pieces 17”W x 12”H
- I skipped the pocket Plastic zipper - 21” long
This fit my laptop with extra room for papers, etc…
Finished size: 17 ½”W x 12 ½”H
Other supplies: Sewing machine with ¼” foot, matching thread, clips, pins, scissors, iron, ruler,
rotary cutter
Optional supplies:
4 in 1 tool (has a stiletto, seam ripper and turning tool)
Templates can be scaled when printed to make larger or smaller. I’ve included 2 for you!

